Corrigendum

in tender document

for Hospital Furniture

after pre bid meeting on 08-07-2013 at 03.00 PM .

Please read following modification in tender of Hospital Furniture :-

A- General Terms & Conditions:

• The date of tender opening is extended and fixed on 22nd Jul, 2013 at 1500 hrs. to give more time for sample preparation. The tender along with sample should be submitted on or before aforesaid date and time.
• The technical bid should include tender document with specifications of the items.
• EMD should be valid for 06 months in the form of call deposit or term deposit.
• All products should be ISO/CE Certified.
• Manufacturers should provide warranty of 3 years.

B- The following modifications were made in the specifications of following items :-

ITEM NO.- I : ICU BED
• Dimension ï 5% variation is allowed on given specification.

ITEM NO.-III : BED SIDE-LOCKER
• Dimension: Length 40cm x Width 40 cm x Height 82 cm

ITEM NO.-XII & XVIII : GYNAECOLOGICAL & PEDIATRIC TABLE :
All parts should be made of Stainless Steel.

ITEM NO.-XIII : EXAMINATION COUCH
• Adjust table part by the gas spring mechanism.

ITEM NO.VIII : TRANSPORTATION AND RESUSCITATION TROLLEY
• Height adjust by Gas spring mechanism.
• Thickness of laminator board should be minimum 10 mm.

ITEM NO.-V : SALINE STAND WITH CASTOR BASE
• Strong MS Tabular constructed on 5 prolong rectangular tabular base fitted with 5 swivels.
• Height adjustable from 1620 mm to 2340 mm ï Pretreated and powder quoted.

ITEM NO.-XIX : LINEN TROLLEY
• Frame should be covered with Canvas Bag

In all cases where Stainless Steel is required it should be of SS202.